Maximal entropy random walk on heterogenous network for MIRNA-disease Association prediction.
The last few decades have verified the vital roles of microRNAs in the development of human diseases and witnessed the increasing interest in the prediction of potential disease-miRNA associations. Owning to the open access of many miRNA-related databases, up until recently, kinds of feasible in silico models have been proposed. In this work, we developed a computational model of Maximal Entropy Random Walk on heterogenous network for MiRNA-disease Association prediction (MERWMDA). MERWMDA integrated known disease-miRNA association, pair-wise functional relation of miRNAs and pair-wise semantic relation of diseases into a heterogenous network comprised of disease and miRNA nodes full of information. As a kind of widely-applied biased walk process with more randomness, MERW was then implemented on the heterogenous network to reveal potential disease-miRNA associations. Cross validation was further performed to evaluate the performance of MERWMDA. As a result, MERWMDA obtained AUCs of 0.8966 and 0.8491 respectively in the aspect of global and local leave-one-out cross validation. What' more, three different case study strategies on four human complex diseases were conducted to comprehensively assess the quality of the model. Specifically, one kind of case study on Esophageal cancer and Prostate cancer were conducted based on HMDD v2.0 database. 94% and 88% out of the top 50 ranked miRNAs were confirmed by recent literature, respectively. To simulate new disease without known related miRNAs, Lung cancer (confirmed ratio 94%) associated miRNAs were removed for case study. Lymphoma (verified ratio 88%) was adopted to assess the prediction robustness of MERWMDA based on HMDD v1.0 database. We anticipated that MERWMDA could offer valuable candidates for in vitro biomedical experiments in future.